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Art Contest was a success!
We are so amazed at the beautiful works of
art received for our first annual art contest
we have decided to dedicate this newsletter
to the talented individuals sharing their
creations and stories.
Examples of art included – painting,
drawing, beading, and musicians. Our
judges included representation from our
North, West and Central Zones, Network
Board member Roderick Freeman of
Driftpile, and guest artist Cheryl Taylor of
Lineham House Gallery, who donated our
Network’s signature art work, “Freedom
Flight”.
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1st prize = $250
2cnd prize = $100
3rd prize = $50
Participation - $25
Given as Gift Cards
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“I started painting because i became a single
mom of two daughters at 19. Which turned
my world upside down and i got very
stressed out and was searching for an outlet.
I just started painting but already it has
become something I love.
Along with easing my stress it gives me
control, something I’ve lacked all my life.
I’ve finally found something nobody can tell
me I’m doing wrong, or make me feel like I
don't belong.
I’ve found so much comfort being who i am
since I’ve started.”
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This year for Christmas will be so different.
I will be away from my family and wanted to bring the magic of home and mom to my
boys who are currently in kinship. I took the morning routines from our daily life at
home and made these little things in to a 6 week activity calendar with all sorts of
magic, potions and spirituality. Mala prayers beads were the inspiration. That lead to a
short children’s story, daily affirmations, meditations, music ,beads crystals, magic
potions and all the things that help build us up when we are missing things we love.
The guru beads In my family's gift and the pendants with tassels are hand blown by a
local woman with our angel girls ashes in them.....Most mala necklaces have 108
beads....the boys will be making half necklaces. Their father and I will be making them
as well with 108. We have created this so our family could be actively doing something
together on a daily basis for the time while mom is away ...
Within this project they will find hopefully some peace love and unity of family while
we must be apart. These boys and my family mean the world to me and as much as it is
hard to leave them at this time of year.
We will come back stronger healthier and united....with strengths dreams wishes and
completed prayer beads made with honest intention and pure love 💘

This is my painted prayer rock. I
made this one while in treatment.
It helps me center myself which is
a useful tool in my life. It has a
bear, ocean, human, killer whale
and raven. The rock fits both of my
hands to give a rough estimate of
the size. I have painted other rocks
and have received positive
feedback on my art. I continue to
express myself through my
artwork.
We look very forward to hosting
the NWCFASD Art Contest in 2022
and receiving even more
submissions from an even wider
array of talents and mediums.
2021 2cnd Quarter newsletter will
be bringing some new
collaborations and partnerships
along with highlighting some of
our wonderful Leadership Team
members and staff .
Remember in these times of
Covid, vaccinations will become
available. Please watch the news
and speak to your health care
providers when you can get yours
and help beat this Pandemic.
NWCFASD Network original artwork and logo “Freedom Flight”, by Cheryl Taylor

